**Non-defective material examples**

- **Face milling** is worn out completely, chipping and pitting at edge of face, result of striking hardened Steel tools. Damage not covered by warranty.

- **Face** is worn and “mushroomed”, or a lip is formed, by striking hardened steel tools such as Cats Paw or steel stakes. Damage not covered by warranty.

- **Claw tips** worn down from chipping concrete or digging in rocky soil. Note scrapes, scratches, and indentations near claw tips. Damage not covered by warranty.

**Defective material examples**

- **Face** has smooth depressions and/or open voids or cavities in face. Defective Titanium casting. Covered under warranty.

- **Edge** of face has damage caused by rounded, smooth-looking casting defects. Covered under warranty.

- **Tip** of claw broken due to casting defects. No apparent abuse to tool. Covered under warranty.

---

Any misuse, abuse, alteration, or normal service wear & tear is not covered by warranty.

All warranty claims must be reported to Stiletto Customer Service @ (800) 387-1849 before action is taken.